Cross Border Restructuring: Hong Kong, Mainland China and the Region

Conference: 22nd November 2003: Conference Centre, Pacific Place, Hong Kong

The half-day conference will focus on current Hong Kong practice in relation to Cross Border Restructuring and includes case studies of examples of particular importance to Hong Kong lenders and other creditors. Recent court decisions, such as SK Global and Jinro, will also be discussed. Case studies include GDE and Bayantel.

Conference Chairman: Professor Jim Davis, ANU

Schedule

9.15   Registration

9.30   Alan Tang, Partner, Grant Thornton, “Hong Kong Restructuring: An Overview”


11.00  Coffee Break

11.15  Campbell Korff, Partner, Clifford Chance, “The Bayantel Restructuring”

11.50  Philip Smart, HKU, “Cross Border Restructuring: Hong Kong’s Legal Framework”

12.10  Panel Discussion, Philip Gilligan, Partner, Lovells (Chair), Jeremy Bartlett, Barrister, Charles Booth, Director, AIIFL and Speakers

1.00   Close